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 Testimony of David Barton in the June 7, 2007  
Hearing on Global Warming in the 

U. S. Senate Environment and Public Works Committee 
 
My name is David Barton. I represent a group that works to integrate faith with the 

many practical issues of daily life. I was honored to be named by Time Magazine as one 
of the twenty-five most influential Evangelicals in America, 1 and I will generally speak 
from that Evangelical perspective. I personally address hundreds of religious groups each 
year – Jewish and Christian, Catholic and Protestant, including Protestants in dozens of 
different denominations. The overwhelming majority of those would be categorized as 
conservative people of traditional faith, especially as mainstream Evangelicals. 

 
Evangelicals are estimated to number as high as 125 million by Gallup and as low as 75 

million by others; but most estimates conservatively place the number at about 100 million. 2 
Evangelicals are characterized by an adherence to a conservative Biblical theology, and 
significantly, statistics demonstrate that the religious groups and denominations in America 
adhering to conservative theological views are growing in membership and affiliation, 3 
whereas those adhering to liberal theological views are declining. 4 

 
In my experience, three factors influence how people of conservative religious faith – 

especially Evangelicals – approach the issue of man-caused Global Warming. The first is 
their theological view of man and the environment as derived from the Scriptures (attached 
on the electronic version); the second factor is the perceived credibility of the scientific 
debate; and the third is how Evangelicals prioritize the Global Warming issue among the 
many other pressing cultural and social issues that currently capture their attention. 

 
Concerning the first, a very accurate rendering of their general theological position is 

presented in the Cornwall Declaration (attached on the electronic version), prepared by 
twenty-five conservative Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant theologians. In general, 
conservative people of faith view the creation in Genesis as moving upward in an ascending 
spiritual hierarchy, beginning with the creation of the lowest (the inanimate) and moving 
toward highest (the animate), with the creation of man and woman being the capstone of 
God’s work. Man (which I use in the generic sense of mankind and not in the sense of 
gender) was the apex of creation and was placed over creation, not under it. 5 Adam and Eve, 
and mankind after them, interacted with nature and the environment; they were not isolated 
from it. 6 As the Cornwall Declaration explains, there is no conservative theological basis for 
the often current view that “humans [are] principally consumers and polluters rather than 
producers and stewards,” and that “nature knows best,” or that “the earth, untouched by 
human hands is the ideal.” 7 Religious conservatives believe just the opposite; and as my 
Rabbi reminded me just last week, the Scriptures teach conservation, not preservation. Man 
was the steward of nature and the environment, and while man definitely is to tend and guard 
it, it is to serve him, not vice versa. 8 From the beginning, God warned about elevating nature 
and the environment over man and his Creator. 9 This summarizes the general overview of 
the theology that is common among most Evangelicals. 
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The second factor influencing conservative religious adherents is the credibility of the 
scientific debate. When something is still debated as heavily as is the issue of man-caused 
Global Warming, and when there is not a clear consensus, Evangelicals tend to approach 
that issue with great skepticism. In fact, just this past Saturday in a major Canadian 
publication, a Gallup Poll was cited revealing that “53% of scientists actively involved in 
global climate research did not believe [man-made] global warming had occurred; 30% 
weren’t sure; and only 17% believed [man-made] global warming had begun.” 10 And 
although up to 2,500 of the world’s top scientists agree with the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) assertions about man-caused global warming, 11 well over 
10,000 scientists still do not. 12 And similarly, while more than 100 religious leaders signed 
onto the Evangelical Climate Initiative on Global Warming, 13 some 1,500 religious leaders 
signed onto the Cornwall Declaration that reached quite different conclusions. 14 

 
The reason for skepticism among the conservative religious community on the hotly-

debated issue of man-caused Global Warming is based on lengthy experience. Recall that 
twenty years ago the scientific community asserted that fetal tissue research held the 
solution for many of the world’s health problems; science eventually proved the opposite. 
Similarly, in the 1960s, environmental science alarmists warned that the Global Population 
Bomb would soon doom the entire planet and that by the year 2000, economic growth 
would be destroyed 15 and there would be a worldwide unemployment crisis; 16 yet the 
worldwide unemployment rate this year was at 6.3 percent 17 – hardly a crisis by any 
measurement. In the 1960s, environmental science alarmists similarly claimed that DDT 
harmed humans and caused cancer, thus leading to a near worldwide ban on the use of 
DDT and now resulting in the deaths of between one and two million persons each year 
from malaria. 18 In fact, four decades later, the scientific community still has found no harm 
to humans from DDT, 19 so the World Health Organization, the Global Fund, and U.S.AID 
have once again endorsed the use of DDT in fighting malaria 20 – after millions of lives 
were needlessly lost. And let’s not forget that in the 1970s, aerosols were considered a 
leading cause of harm to the environment, 21 but recent reports note that “Aerosols actually 
have a cooling effect on global temperatures” that helps “cancel out the warming effect of 
CO2.” 22 Environmental science has a demonstrated pattern of announcing strong 
conclusions, and then reversing itself following further time and study. 

 
Consider further that the clamor about radical climate change is not new. In the 1920s, 

the newspapers were filled with scientists warning of a fast approaching Glacial Age; but 
in the 1930s, scientists reversed themselves and instead predicted serious Global 
Warming. 23 But by 1972, Time was citing numerous scientific reports warning of 
imminent “runaway glaciation,” 24 and in 1975, Newsweek reported overwhelming 
scientific evidence that proved an oncoming Ice Age, with scientists warning the 
government to stockpile food; in fact, some scientists even proposed melting the artic ice 
cap to help forestall the coming Ice Age. 25 In 1976, the U. S. Government itself released 
a study warning that “the earth is heading into some sort of mini-ice age,” 26 but now, a 
mere two decades later, the warning of the imminent Ice Age has been replaced by the 
warning of an impending Global Warming disaster. In eighty years, environmental 
science has completely reversed itself on this issue no less than three times.
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Furthermore, the scientific community is even reversing itself on its current claims. 
Just a few years ago scientists predicted that the seas would rise from 20 to 40 feet 
because of Global Warming, 27 with “waves crashing against the steps of the U.S. 
Capitol” and “launch[ing] boats from the bottom of the Capitol steps”; additionally, one-
third of Florida and large parts of Texas were projected to be under water. 28 Now the 
estimates have been revised to anywhere from a few inches to a few feet at most. 29 
Clearly, the science on this issue continues to oscillate; in fact, Senator Inhofe has been 
one of many who have tracked the number of leading scientists who, after announcing 
their position in support of anthropogenic Global Warming, have reversed their position 
after further research. Such a lack of consensus and so many forceful assertions and 
repudiations merit a very cautious and guarded approach to any policy on this subject. 

 
Evangelicals and people of conservative religious faith tend to be comfortable with 

theological teachings that have endured millennia but not with science that often reverses 
its claims on the same issue. And while science is still deciding where the ocean waves 
will end up, religious conservatives rest in the Old Testament promise of Jeremiah 5:22 
wherein God reminded His people: “Will you not tremble at My presence, Who have 
placed the sand as the bound of the sea by a perpetual decree that it [the sea] cannot pass 
beyond it? And though its waves toss to and fro, yet they cannot prevail.” To date, neither 
science nor experience has disproved the promise of that passage, so the skepticism of 
religious conservatives on the rapidly-changing science surrounding anthropogenic 
Global Warming is understandable.  

 
 The third factor affecting Evangelicals’ approach to man-caused Global Warming is 

how they rank that issue within the much larger scope of numerous other issues of 
importance to them. Interestingly, Evangelicals as a group are concerned about many 
issues, not just one. In fact, polls regularly indicate that it is not conservative Christians 
who are fixated with single issues such as abortion but rather it is liberals. As one poll 
recently reported concerning views toward the judiciary, for liberals, “no other issue 
rivals abortion in importance”; but among Evangelicals, “three-quarters . . . view abortion 
as very important, [and] nearly as many place great importance on court rulings on the 
rights of detained terrorist suspects (69%) and whether to permit religious displays on 
government property (68%). 30 Very simply, Evangelicals tend to have many issues of 
importance on their list of concerns, not just one. So where does the issue of Global 
Warming fall on that list of concerns? 

 
Polling clearly shows that Evangelicals are not yet cohesive about the issue of man-

caused Global Warming but that they do remain the most cohesive group in the nation in 
their opposition to abortion, gay marriage, and civil unions; 31 in teaching teenagers to 
abstain from sex until marriage; 32 and in support of public religious expressions. 33 In 
fact, among Evangelicals, 99.5% support public displays of the Ten Commandments; 
99% support keeping the phrase “In God We Trust” on the nation’s currency; 96% 
support keeping “under God” in the Pledge of Allegiance; 86% support teaching 
Creationism in the public school classroom; and 94% oppose allowing the use of 
profanity on broadcast television. 34 Global Warming is nowhere near these numbers 
among Evangelicals, nor is it likely to overshadow these issues anytime in the near 
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future. (The fact that so many groups that ardently push a climate change agenda also 
regularly oppose Evangelicals on issues of faith and values further exacerbates 
Evangelicals’ suspicion concerning anthropogenic Global Warming.) 

 
Additionally, 90 percent of Evangelicals believe that America should be involved in 

global efforts to fight AIDS and extreme poverty, and 87 percent of Evangelicals cite 
their Evangelical faith as the reason for “helping those less fortunate than 
[them]selves.” 35 Therefore, if implementing the proposed “cap and trade” Global 
Warming solution results in a disproportionately negative impact on the poor in 
developing nations and will significantly impede their hopes for a better and more 
prosperous life – which the recent Congressional Budget Office report (attached on the 
electronic version) indicates will certainly be the case, 36 as does “A Call to Truth, 
Prudence, and Protection of the Poor: An Evangelical Response to Global Warming” 37 
(attached on the electronic version) from the Interfaith Stewardship Alliance – then it is 
even more likely that Evangelicals will oppose placing the theoretical needs of the 
environment over the actual needs of the poor.  

 
In summary, the three primary factors that influence how Evangelicals will respond to 

the current vigorous debate on Global Warming will be, first, their theological views of 
man and his relationship to nature and the environment; second, their skepticism over 
scientific disputes until a clear and unambiguous consensus has emerged; and third, 
whether there is sufficient weight in the issue to cause it to rise within the list of the many 
other issues of concern to them. Currently, I do not find any substantial widespread 
movement within the mainstream Evangelical community to support a massive policy 
proposal on Global Warming that would significantly alter their current lifestyle, or that 
might inflict additional burdens on the poor and even potentially confine them 
permanently to a state of poverty. I therefore urge extreme caution in any approach that 
this body might take in crafting any policy on this issue. 
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